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Abstract— This paper presents the simulation results of potential distribution and electric field distribution 66 kV
insulator. For this work Finite Element Method is used. COMSOL Multiphysics software is used to carry out
simulation results. Silicon rubber is used as insulating material and Alumina
is used as a filler material to
construct composite insulator in COMSOL. In this analysis four cases are compared for unfilled case and filled 1)
Without Pollution Layer and Without Water Droplets 2) With Pollution Layer and Without Water Droplets 3) Without
Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets 4) With Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets. The simulation results
shows that after adding fillers in the insulator electric field magnitude near to the terminals reduces in composite
insulator compared to the unfilled insulator.
Keywords— silicon rubber composite insulator, electric field distribution, potential distribution, Alumina fillers,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Insulators plays a vital role in the transmission system. Insulator have mainly two functions. 1) As a reliable
mechanical link between cross-arm of a tower and conductor. 2) Provides electrical isolation between cross-arm of a
tower and conductor.
Earlier ceramic and porcelain insulators are used as a insulating material in insulators but because of its some
weaknesses under certain environmental conditions like water droplets on the insulator surface, pollution layer
which may reduce surface resistance of insulator. The reduction of surface resistance enhances the leakage current to
flow on the insulator surface and this currents for long period can cause degradation of the insulator surface [1]. So
to improve its performance now a days silicon rubber is used as a insulating material in insulators. Silicon rubber
have more advantages like light weight, high mechanical strength, high surface resistance etc. But after then also
silicon insulators are facing failure problems because insulators which are mounted near coastal area have sea salt
deposits on the surface which increases the chances of insulator failure and during rainy season water droplets on
this salt deposits enhances the probability of insulator failure.
The electric field profile along silicon rubber in various environmental conditions is non-uniform. So to improve the
electric field profile along the surface of insulator composite material is prepared as a insulating material for this
alumina
fillers of about 1% volume [2] & radius of 2×
is added in silicon rubber. Fillers are nonuniformly distributed in silicon rubber.
The number of fillers to be added in weather sheds and in silicon rod is calculated from the area formula given
below
Total area of weather sheds
Total area of silicon rod
Area of one filler
Fillers content to be added in weather shed= 1% of A1
Fillers content to be added in silicon rod = 1% of A2
Number of fillers to be added in weather sheds =
Number of fillers to be added in silicon rod =
II.

MUMERICAL METHOD

There are several numerical analysis methods that are often used for the calculation of the electric field strength
distribution along insulators they are:
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• Charge simulation method (CSM)
• Boundary element method (BEM)
• Finite element method (FEM)
• Finite difference method (FDM).
A. Numerical method
Simply way for electric field distribution calculation is calculate electric potential distribution. Then, electric field
distribution is calculated by minus gradient of electric potential distribution. Due to electrostatic field distribution,
electric field distribution can be written as follows [3]:
E=- V

(1)

From Maxwell’s equation
(2)
Where

is volume charge density in
is material dielectric constant (
is air dielectric constant (8.85×
)
is relative dielectric constant of dielectric material
Placing equation (1) into equation (2) Poison’s equation is obtained.
(3)
Without space charge

, Poisson’s equation becomes Laplace equation.
(4)

B. Finite element method analysis
Supposing that the domain under consideration does not contain any space and surface charges, two dimensional
functional F(V) in the Cartesian system of coordinates can be formed as follows [3]:
F(V)=

(5)

Where
and
are x and y components of dielectric constant in the Cartesian system of coordinates. In case
of isotropic permittivity distribution (
) equation (6) can be reformed as:
F(V)=

.

(6)

The calculation of the electric potential at every knot in the total network composed of many triangle elements was
carried out by minimizing the function F (v), that is:
(7)

III. MODELLING
A 66 kV insulator is modelled in COMSOL Muliphysics 5.2. The structure diagram of geometry model is shown in
fig. 3D Geometry is used to construct insulator of 11 weather sheds. FRP core is used to carry power along the insulator.
Silicon rubber is used as an insulating material used in whether shed and also around the FRP core to give better
reliability and safe operation of insulator. Metal fittings are attached to both the ends of the insulators. Ground end metal
fitting is connected to the cross-arm of the tower and live end metal fitting is to carry the conductor. So that live end is
energized with voltages.
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Fig. 1 Structure of polymer insulator
TABLE I
INSULATOR PARAMETERS

No. of sheds
FRP rod diameter
FRP rod length
Shed diameter (big shed)
Shed diameter (small shed)
Distance between two discs
Service voltage

11
26 mm
364 mm
100 mm
70 mm
26 mm
66 kV

For analysis eight different geometries are constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics. Three cases are studied for unfilled
and filled case 1) Without Pollution Layer and Without Water Droplets 2) With Pollution Layer and Without Water
Droplets 3) Without Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets 4) Without Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets.
Potential distribution and electric field distribution of both the geometry is studied. For filled silicon rubber composite
insulator geometry the only change is to add fillers of alumina of about 1% vol in silicon rubber. Water droplets of 2mm
[3] radius are placed on weather sheds as well as on core [4]. Nacl is used as a pollution of 2mm uniform layer on
insulator [5]. Materials that are used in insulator and their properties are given in table II.
TABLE II
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Material
Air
Fibre core
Silicon
rubber
Forged steel
Alumina
water
Pollution
layer

Permittivity
1
7.1
3

Permeability
1
7.2
4.3

Conductivity(S/M)
0
1e-13
1e-14

1e-5
5.7
8.1
80

1
0.90
-

5.7e7
0
-

A. Boundary conditions
Bottom end of the insulator is connected to the ground while upper end of the insulator is energized with 66 kV AC
voltage. Insulator is surrounded by air.
B. Meshing
After specifying boundary conditions and material properties meshing is performed on the geometry. The basic
feature of the FEM is to divide the entire problem space, including the surrounding region, into a number of nonseparated, non-overlapping sub-regions called finite elements. This process is called meshing.

Fig. 2 Meshing
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The shape and the size of the elements are arbitrary, it is a flexible method that is well suited to problems with
complicated geometry. For all the geometries physics controlled meshing and in that normal element size is taken to
carry out meshing. More finer the element size its probability of accurate results increases. Meshing will define potential
at the nodes of every finite element. And this potential value is used to find electric field value at that point. So in this
way meshing is helpful in defining electric field and potential for any geometry.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The modelling is done for four different cases and the results of all the three cases are compared. Potential and
electric field norm results are compared for unfilled and filled geometry.
A. Case 1) Without Pollution Layer and Without Water Droplets

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 Line graph plot of electric potential along the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 3 (a) & (b) it is observed that there is no noticeable difference seen in potential distribution along insulator
from the results of electric potential line graph in both the cases in unfilled and filled.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4 Line graph plot of electric field norm along the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 4 (a) & (b) it is observed that after adding fillers in the insulator electric field magnitude reduces from 6.5 ×
to 4.5 ×
. And spikes which we are getting in fig.5 (a) also becomes uniform after addition of fillers. So these
reductions will help the insulator from damaging it permanently.
B. Case 2) With Pollution Layer and Without Water Droplets
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5 Line graph plot of electric potential with uniform pollution layer of 2mm on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 5 (a) & (b) it is observed that potential distribution along insulator is slightly distorted in unfilled insulator
but with addition fillers it is removed.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6 Line graph plot of electric field norm with uniform pollution layer of 2mm on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 6 (a) & (b) it is observed that with addition of fillers in the insulator electric field magnitude at the
terminals reduces from 9 ×
to 6.5 ×
. And spikes caused on weather sheds due to pollution layer becomes
uniform & electric field magnitude also reduces after addition of fillers.
C. Case 3) Without Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets

(a)
(b)
Fig. 7 line graph plot of electric potential with water droplets on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry
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From fig. 7 (a) & (b) it is observed that potential distribution along insulator is slightly distorted because of the
pollutants but with addition fillers it is removed.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 8 line graph plot of electric field norm with water droplets on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 8 (a) & (b) it is observed that with addition of fillers in the insulator electric field magnitude at the
terminals reduces from 1 ×
to 8 ×
. And spikes caused on weather sheds due to water droplets becomes uniform
& electric field magnitude also reduces after addition of fillers.
D. Case 4) With Pollution Layer and With Water Droplets

(a)
(b)
Fig. 9 line graph plot of electric potential with both the pollutants on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry

From fig. 9 (a) & (b) it is observed that potential distribution along insulator is slightly distorted because of both the
pollutants but with the addition fillers it is removed.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 10 line graph plot of electric field norm with both the pollutants on the insulator surface for (a) unfilled & (b) filled geometry
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From fig. 10 (a) & (b) it is observed that with addition of fillers in the insulator electric field magnitude at the
terminals reduces from 1.8 ×
to 1.4 ×
. And spikes caused on weather sheds due to both the pollutants becomes
uniform & electric field magnitude at terminals also reduces after addition of fillers.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on simulation results of silicon rubber composite insulator for four cases it can be concluded that
1.

2.

3.

Compared to clean insulator electric field magnitude is more in with pollutants insulator. Wet pollution electric
field magnitude is more compared to dry pollution which is a uniform layer of salt on insulator. Electric field
magnitude in case of with pollution layer and with water droplets is even greater than all the three cases.
Potential distribution is slightly non-uniform in case of water droplets and pollution layer case. So that indicates
potential distribution distortion is caused due to pollution layer and water droplets. But it is rectified with the
addition of fillers, potential distribution becomes uniform in case of water droplets and pollution layer.
Electric field magnitude near core and weather shed decreased after addition of fillers in the insulator [6-7].
Spikes caused in field distribution is due to the pollutants in unfilled cases is also removed by using composite
insulator. So electric field stress generated on the insulator becomes less compared to the unfilled insulator. This
will increase the life of insulator and also protects insulator from damaging.
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